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Experimental Chua’s Circuit Arrays
As an Autowave Simulator
M. Gómez-Gesteira, M. deCastro, V. Pérez-Villar, and L. O. Chua

Abstract—A two-dimensional (2-D) array of electronic circuits is used
to simulate the typical autowaves experimentally found in various active
media (target and spiral waves). This experimental setup allows us to
obtain some of the phenomena previously described in continuous media,
but with a complete control on each cell and on the connections among
them.
Index Terms—Autowaves, electronic simulator, nonlinear circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 7. White-noise power spectral density transfer function of a simple T/H
for f
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filtering. The maximum offset cancellation achievable is limited by
the T/H mismatchings and by the adder accuracy.
For avoiding excessive staircase ripple on the output waveform, the
input signal spectrum bandwidth should be preferably smaller than
0.2 times the Nyquist frequency. Otherwise a postchopper LP filter
may be required.
Finally, these demodulators show a white-noise degradation due to
the hold function; this degradation being minimum for the maximum
allowable duty cycle of 0.5 and minimum amplifier bandwidth.
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Autowaves are a type of waves characteristic of strongly nonlinear
active media [1]. Typical examples include waves of combustion,
phase transitions [2], waves of concentration in chemical reactions
[3], and many different biological media (cardiac tissue [4], retina
[5], and cultures of the slime mold Dictiostelium Discoideum [6]).
Autowaves differ from classical waves in conservative media because
they propagate at the expense of energy stored in the medium (for
a complete description of autowave behavior and properties see
Krinsky’s seminal work [1]).
During the last decades, autowaves have become a common subject
of research. In particular, the so-called target and spiral waves have
been widely treated. A target wave, also called a pacemaker, is
constituted by a series of circular waves spreading from a common
origin with a certain wavelength and period. A spiral wave, also called
vortex or reentry, is characterized by a self-sustained activity due to
the rotation of a free end (tip) around a zone called the core. This
core can be a piece of unexcitable medium or just a functional defect,
i.e., a region where the tip cannot penetrate due to the refractoriness
generated by the previous wave. Both kinds of waves are usually
associated with waves observed in biological systems, mainly in
cardiac muscle. The periodic firing of some specific cells in the
sine-atrial node, which fixes the heart rhythm, can be compared
with a target, and spiral waves are believed to be the origin of
life-threatening arrhythmias in cardiac tissue [7]–[9].
For years, many continuous systems (e.g., Belousov-Zhabotinsky
(BZ) reaction [3], catalitic surfaces [10], and Dictiostelium Discoideum populations [11]) have been the paradigm for studying
autowave behavior.
Recently, some authors have stressed the important fact that some
of the behaviors observed in cardiac tissue depend on its discrete
nature [12], [13], which cannot be described by a continuous media
(for a complete description of discrete media properties see [14]).
This observation suggests the need to find an alternative autowave
simulator to complement the information provided by direct research
carried out by cardiologists.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Dashed lines represent the rest of the array that is not represented for the sake of clarity.

During the last few years, some authors [15]–[17] have shown
the possibility to obtain numerically target and spiral waves in
an array of electronic circuits. Nevertheless, little had been done
experimentally until recently, when some authors started considering
a one-dimensional (1-D) array of circuits [18], [19] or a couple of
parallel fibers [20], [21].
The aim of this paper is to reproduce most of the autowaves from
continuous media in a discrete medium, a two-dimensional (2-D)
array of electronic circuits. The experimental setup is described
in Section II and different autowaves are shown in Section III. In
Section IV, Chua’s circuits are compared to the classical BZ reaction
for autowave study.

TABLE I
CHUA’S CIRCUIT PARAMETERS

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we will first describe the setup necessary to generate
a spiral wave, since the setup necessary to obtain other autowaves
can be obtained by simplifying this one. A sketch of a 2-D array
(10 2 8 circuits) is shown in Fig. 1. Every cell in the array (a
dark spot in Fig. 1) is a Chua’s circuit [22], [23], whose parameters
are summarized in Table I. With that set of parameters every circuit
behaves as an excitable cell [16], [17], [21] which can be adjusted
to a behavior 1 : 2 at a frequency of 10.5 kHz following the method
described in [19]. From now on, we will identify every circuit in
the array by two indexes ij (i in X direction and j in Y direction).
The origin, 11, will be considered at the lower left corner. Most of
the circuits are coupled through resistances at node V1 . Two different
resistances were considered, a longitudinal resistance Rl = 4:7 k
which couples the Chua’s circuits in the Y direction and a transversal
resistance Rt = 5:6 k which couples the Chua’s circuits in the X
direction (we have considered Rt > Rl to mimic an experimental
fact observed in some biological media as cardiac tissue). The wave
velocity in a certain direction was calculated dividing the number of
circuits in that direction by the time the signal takes to propagate
from first to last circuit (Vl = 9:03 2 104 circuit/s in the Y direction
and Vt = 6:88 2 104 circuit/s in the X direction). Experimentally, a
wave train with frequency 1 kHz was delivered by a pulse generator
(Hewlett-Packard 33 120A) at the beginning of the array (at node V1 )

and measured at the end of the array by an oscilloscope (HewlettPackard 54601, at a rate of 20 MSa/s) connected at node V1 . The
square pulses (amplitude 6.0 V) delivered by the pulse generator at
circuit 61 [Fig. 2(a)] trigger the medium and give rise to the sequence
of waves shown in Fig. 2(b) for circuit 68. Note that at a frequency
of 1 kHz, there is no interaction between consecutive waves: a wave
is not modified by the refractory tail created by the previous one. It
is a well-known fact that wave velocity decreases when decreasing
the distance between two consecutive waves due to the dispersion
relation [24], [25]. Actually, there is a critical period below which
two consecutive pulses cannot generate two consecutive waves. That
period, Tr = 110 s is called the refractory period.
The first step to generate a spiral wave is to create an obstacle in
the medium. This is experimentally achieved by uncoupling some
of the circuits in the array both longitudinally and transversally.
Nevertheless, to generate a spiral wave it is necessary to create
a free end. A simple obstacle only splits the initially continuous
wavefront into two waves rotating around the obstacle in opposite
directions. These two waves collide and annihilate each other, giving
rise to a continuous wave front after leaving the obstacle. To
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Fig. 2. (a) Wave train delivered by the pulse generator with an amplitude of 6.0 V and a frequency of 1.0 kHz. (b) Wave train measured at circuit
68 (the pulse generator had been connected at circuit 61).

generate a discontinuous wavefront (a free end) it is necessary to
induce directional propagation. This property, experimentally found
in cardiac tissue [26], [27], induces a different propagation in the
OY + and in the OY 0 direction. This is experimentally achieved by
the element represented by a black square in Fig. 1. It consists of an
operational amplifier circuit (TL084) and a resistance Rl in parallel
with a resistance Rb (Rb  Rl and Rt ). For upward propagation
the operational amplifier circuit stops the signal, which can only
pass through Rb . For downward propagation the signal can use both
channels (the operational amplifier circuit and Rb ) in such a way that
the equivalent resistance is Re  Rl since Rb  Rl . Note that,
despite the fact that the voltage between consecutive circuits does
not depend on the resistance between them, the intensity circulation
through the equivalent resistance can stop propagation. Thus, when
the wave arrives at the circuit ij the signal remains above the
excitation threshold for a short time (around 30 s). If the equivalent
resistance between circuits ij and ij + 1 is big (Rb), the intensity
circulating through the element cannot charge the capacitor C1 during
the short period above mentioned. On the contrary, for downward
propagation, the circuit ij can charge the capacitor C1 in circuit
ij 0 1 due to the small resistance (Rl ).
Signal reconstruction in a 10 2 8 array is an arduous task since
all circuits cannot be sampled simultaneously. To overcome this fact,
the process to create a spatially extended image is as follows.
1) A certain circuit in the array is considered as the control point
(channel one).
2) The rest of the channel (from two to four) can be used to
measure simultaneously three circuits in the array.
3) The rest of the circuits in the array are measured in three’s
simultaneously.
4) Due to the periodicity of the events under scope, all signals
can be scaled from a common point (e.g., taking the minimum
of a wave in channel one as the initial time).
5) Then, fixing a time instant, the circuits a voltage above a certain
threshold were plotted in dark color.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To generate a target wave, the previously described setup was
modified as follows. The circuits inside the obstacle were coupled by
resistances Rl and Rt and operational amplifier circuits were removed
in such a way that the medium became homogeneous. The pulse
generator was connected at circuit 11. Waves started propagating
from that corner to the rest of the medium, as shown in Fig. 3 where
the minimum of the wave is plotted at three different times during
propagation (t1 = 0 s, t2 = 80 s, and t3 = 120 s).

Fig. 3. Isochron lines corresponding to the minimum of a target wave
measured at t1 = 0 s, t2 = 80 s, and t3 = 120 s after pulse deliverance
at circuit 11.

Fig. 4. Isochron lines corresponding to the minimum of a target wave
measured at t1 = 36 s, t2 = 60 s, and t3 = 95 s after pulse deliverance
at circuit 61. An obstacle was generated by uncoupling the circuits placed
inside the rectangle 54
56
76
74
54.

! ! ! !

As mentioned in Section II, the existence of an obstacle is not
enough to create a spiral wave. The circuits inside the rectangle
54 ! 56 ! 76 ! 74 ! 54 were uncoupled from the rest. Once
again, the minimum of the wave was plotted at three different times
(Fig. 4). At t1 = 36 s, the wave generated by the pulse generator
at location 61 has not yet arrived at the obstacle (shaded area). At
t2 = 60 s the wave is crossing through the obstacle. The initially
continuous wavefront has split into two waves rotating around the
obstacle in opposite direction. At t3 = 95 s the wave has surpassed
the obstacle and recovers its previous continuity.
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Fig. 5. Isochron lines corresponding to the minimum of a counter clockwise
spiral wave measured at two different instants during a rotation period
(T = 186:5 s). The spiral rotates steadily around the obstacle placed inside
the rectangle 52
56
66
62
52. The time delay between both
rotation states is 75 s.

! ! ! !

Directional properties of the medium were imposed by means of
the previously described element (black squares in Fig. 1). The pulse
generator was placed at location 61 and an obstacle was created inside
the rectangle 52 ! 56 ! 66 ! 62 ! 52. The wave spreading
from circuit 61 starts propagating northward. When it reaches the
obstacle it can propagate on the right hand side but not on the
left, due to propagation failure [13]. A part of the wave follows the
obstacle boundary till the end of the obstacle where it can propagate
in all directions. Therefore, one of the ends of the wave moves from
location 56 to location 66, where it can propagate southward since the
medium is homogeneous (except at the obstacle) for waves moving
in the OY 0 direction. The wave attains the lower left corner of the
obstacle and can restart the cycle if the rotation period around the
obstacle is longer than the refractory period of the medium. This gives
rise to a self-sustained activity (reentry) around the obstacle. If the
reentry frequency is shorter than the pulse-generator frequency, this
external source is overwhelmed and can be switched off because it
does not affect the reentry when placed far enough from the obstacle
[21]. A spiral wave rotating with period T = 186:5 6 0:5 s around
an obstacle is shown in Fig. 5, at two different times. The shaded
area represents the obstacle.
The spiral period depends strongly on the obstacle size both in the
X and in the Y directions. The difference between both directions
depends on the anisotropy of the medium as shown in Fig. 6. In both
cases, the extent of the obstacle in one direction was considered to
be two circuits and increased in the other direction (crosses represent
increasing size in the transversal direction and diamonds in the
longitudinal direction). In both cases, the reentry period T increases
nonlinearly with the obstacle perimeter l. In general, T = l=V
gives a linear dependence of T in l if V is assumed to be constant.
Nevertheless, in our experiments l is small and V is itself a function
of l due to the dispersion relation [24], [25].
As reported in cardiology [4], [7]–[9] and corroborated in other
media [28], a spiral can rotate both around its own core and around
an obstacle. Once the spiral had anchored at the obstacle and was
rotating in a stationary way, the obstacle was filled with resistances
and the operational amplifier circuits removed. After a brief transient,
the spiral attained a new period and remained stationary. In an X –Y
plot such as the one shown in Fig. 5, the new situation does not differ
from the previous one since the spiral core behaves as a functional
obstacle. The difference between both cases is best described by the
space–time representation of Fig. 7. In this figure, the voltage was
plotted as a function of time along a line crossing through the spiral
core (the line i4 8i 2 [1; 10]). In Fig. 7(a) (spiral rotating around an

Fig. 6. Spiral period dependence on the extent of the obstacle. The size of
the obstacle in one direction is considered to be constant but increases in the
other direction. Crosses represent increasing size in the transversal direction
and diamonds in the longitudinal direction. In both cases, the period increases
with the extent of the obstacle.

Fig. 7. Density plot X –T corresponding to a spiral wave. (a) Wave rotating
around an obstacle. (b) Wave rotating around its own core.

obstacle), starting approximately in the middle of the space axis, dark
strips of minimum voltage are observed spreading alternatively to the
right and to the left. The delay between two consecutive dark strips
on the same side is equal to 196.560.5 s, which corresponds to the
spiral period. Note that dark strips on the right side are not exactly
placed between two consecutive strips on the left side, because the
chosen line did not cross through the center of the core (the obstacle
is placed inside the rectangle 43 ! 47 ! 77 ! 73 ! 43).
Central lines do not change their color in time since they lay inside
the obstacle. The same situation is plotted in Fig. 7(b) for a spiral
rotating around its own core. Note that in this case all points vary in
time, but not simultaneously, due to the refractory properties of the
medium after the passage of a wave. In this case the rotation period
(T = 113:5 6 0:5 s) is considerably shortened when compared with
spiral rotating around an obstacle. The spiral has accommodate its
period to a value close to Tr previously defined. Note that, in this
case, kinematical theory [24] predicts spiral movement under small
external perturbations in a small medium [29]. Nevertheless, such a
movement was not observed in our experiments, possibly due to the
discrete nature of our medium which can give rise to spiral pinning
even in absence of a physical obstacle (the spiral is anchored to the
net).
IV. CONCLUSION
In the previous sections we have described how the typical
autowaves observed in other media can be reproduced by means of a
2-D array of Chua’s circuits. Some phenomena that can be observed
in various experimental active media (e.g., anisotropy or existence of
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TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN A CONTINUOUS MEDIUM
AND A 2-D ARRAY OF CHUA’S CIRCUITS

inhomogeneities) can also be obtained. Nevertheless, directionality,
which is a property usually found around damaged regions in cardiac
tissue [26], [27], can be reproduced in an array of electronic circuits
but not in continuous media. In addition, the circuit medium allows us
to control each cell and the connection among them in an independent
way, which cannot be easily achieved in continuous media.
Unfortunately, an array of electronic circuits presents some disadvantages from a technical point of view. Whereas all points in a
2-D continuous medium (e.g., Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction
[3], catalitic surfaces [10], and Dictiostelium Discoideum populations
[11]) can be simultaneously recorded by a single snapshot, it is
difficult to scan simultaneously a 10 2 8 array, whose elements have
a time scale around 100–200 s.
In summary, Table II establishes the similarities and differences
between a continuous medium and an array of electronic circuits. It
cannot be claimed that one of them is the most suitable for autowaves
study, the better choice depends on the phenomenon being observed.
Consequently, both media complement each other rather well as
autowave simulators.
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